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Article

Machine learning and social
theory: Collective machine
behaviour in algorithmic
trading

Christian Borch
Copenhagen Business School, Frederiksberg, Denmark

Abstract
This article examines what the rise in machine learning (ML) systems might mean for
social theory. Focusing on financial markets, in which algorithmic securities trading
founded on ML-based decision-making is gaining traction, I discuss the extent to which
established sociological notions remain relevant or demand a reconsideration when
applied to an ML context. I argue that ML systems have some capacity for agency and for
engaging in forms of collective machine behaviour, in which ML systems interact with
other machines. However, ML-based collective machine behaviour is irreducible to
human decision-making and thereby challenges established sociological notions of
financial markets (including that of embeddedness). I argue that such behaviour can
nonetheless be analysed through an adaptation of sociological theories of interaction and
collective behaviour.
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In a multi-authored Nature manifesto on ‘machine behaviour’, Rahwan et al. (2019)

propose a research agenda that investigates machines powered by artificial intelligence

(AI), including sophisticated machine learning (ML) technologies. As the authors note,

these types of technologies are profoundly reshaping society and, therefore, demand
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careful scrutiny across several disciplines. Rahwan et al. (2019) outline three particular

scales of inquiry that call for interdisciplinary research: individual machine behaviour

(the study of individual algorithms), human–machine behaviour (humans interacting

with machines), and collective machine behaviour (machines interacting with other

machines). Although individual machine behaviour is still a topic primarily studied by

computer scientists, sociologists and others have made significant contributions espe-

cially to the investigation of human–machine interactions in the ML domain. This

includes studies of the kinds of class, gender, race and other biases that ML systems

may produce and reproduce (e.g. Brayne & Christin, 2020; Buolamwini & Gebru, 2018;

Eubanks, 2018; Noble, 2018), just as scholars have discussed the broader ethical and

political implications of ML systems (e.g. Amoore, 2020; Aradau & Blanke, 2017;

Coeckelbergh, 2020). These are crucial topics to examine and deserve further scrutiny

as ML systems are rolled out in ever-more domains. What has received less attention is

what ML might mean for sociological theory, including whether established sociological

concepts remain relevant in an ML era or whether a substantial rethinking of conven-

tional notions is needed in light of how ML works and affects society (Edelmann et al.,

2020).

Against this background, this article aims to discuss some of the implications that ML

systems, and the ensuing collective machine behaviours they engage in, have for social

theory. I suggest that the task of reflecting upon the extent to which existing sociological

notions – developed primarily for understanding a society inhabited by human beings –

continue to have analytical purchase when it comes to understanding ML entails a

critical as well as a (re)constructive side. Consequently, I critically examine several

existing sociological notions considering ML systems, demonstrating their limitations

when it comes to understanding how these kinds of systems work. However, I also seek

to develop, in a more reconstructive fashion, ways in which sociological notions can be

revised and deployed to provide insight into ML systems. Specifically, I focus on the

notions of interaction and embeddedness (both of which are key to existing debates about

financial markets) and collective behaviour (as per the interest in collective machine

behaviour).

I make two overall arguments. First, sociology should take the capability of ML

systems to make autonomous decisions seriously. Although this does not encompass

consciousness, intentionality or meaning in any recognizable human form, it does sug-

gest that ML systems has some capacity for agency. This sets ML systems apart from

non-ML-based, human-defined algorithmic systems – whereas non-ML-based algorith-

mic systems can be seen as a direct extension of human decision-making, ML systems

cannot. Second, ML changes the field of inter-machinic connections, or what Rahwan

et al. (2019) refer to as collective machine behaviour. While sociologists have started

pondering the theoretical implications of human–machine interactions involving ML

systems (e.g. Esposito, 2017; Fourcade & Johns, 2020; see further Brighenti & Pavoni,

2021; Wagner-Pacifici et al., 2015), collective machine behaviour that involves ML

systems remains largely unexplored from the perspective of social theory. As Edelmann

et al. remark, ‘Sociologists have [ . . . ] left mostly untheorized the ways that interaction

between machines themselves can shape patterns of human behavior and social organi-

zation as well’ (2020, p. 74). Therefore, this article pays particular attention to this level
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of collective machine behaviour which, given the ML systems’ capacity for agency, is

irreducible to human decision-making.

I contend that automated securities trading is a relevant field to study inter-machinic

connections and collective machine behaviour, although I believe that the theoretical

reflections presented in this article have wider applications and capture the role of ML

systems in non-financial domains as well. Briefly, the evolution of securities trading

looks like this: In the past, decisions to buy or sell securities were made by human traders

flocking on exchange trading floors. Alongside the increasing computerization of soci-

ety, and at a particular speed since the early 2000s, human traders have been progres-

sively replaced by fully automated computer algorithms; thus, in many markets today,

most buy and sell orders are sent by the so-called high-frequency trading (HFT) algo-

rithms (MacKenzie, 2021). These are fully automated, high-speed algorithms that place

orders without human intervention, and which typically respond to market developments

within microseconds, that is, millionths of a second (Lange, 2016; Lange et al., 2016;

MacKenzie, 2018a, 2018b, 2021; Pardo-Guerra, 2019; Seyfert, 2016; see also Svetlova,

2021). Such algorithms are conceived by humans and, thus, act out human intentionality.

However, during the past 5 years, ML systems have been gaining traction in financial

markets, including for automated trading purposes, and this has given rise to trading

strategies that are entirely machine generated (Guida, 2019; Hansen, 2020, 2021; Hansen

& Borch, 2021; López de Prado, 2018).

I begin the analysis by briefly explaining what ML is and how it is deployed in

securities trading.1 I particularly emphasize the autonomous decision-making ability

of ML systems vis-à-vis humans and contrast ML systems with their non-ML forerun-

ners, that is, human-defined algorithmic systems whose rules and decisions are not

automatically generated but act out human intentionality. I then discuss ML’s social

theory implications by focusing on collective machine behaviour in which ML systems

interact with other machines. This discussion is divided into three sections that revolve

around interaction, embeddedness and what I call distinctly collective dynamics, respec-

tively. The conclusion summarizes.

What is ML and how is it used in securities trading?

ML is a subset of AI. The latter may be defined as ‘intelligence displayed or simulated by

code (algorithms) or machines’ (Coeckelbergh, 2020, p. 44), where intelligence needs

not be modelled exclusively around human intelligence. Broadly speaking, ML is con-

cerned with learning from data to extract patterns and make predictions. For example,

ML is deployed to detect malware, just as companies such as Netflix use it to recommend

shows and films to customers. Less quotidian examples include the AlphaGo program

that, based on a complex neural network architecture, achieved superhuman performance

by learning from playing against itself; this learning was not accomplished through

human guidance or founded on human knowledge (Silver et al., 2017). The AlphaGo

example captures the basic idea of ML, where an algorithmic system can be trained on a

large set of data (input), teaching it to produce a certain output, typically in the form of an

action-oriented prediction. The learning phase can be designed differently, and there is a
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host of ML techniques available depending on the particular learning task and the desired

output type.

Some trading firms, which specialize exclusively in ML-based systems, use deep

neural networks. In this ML architecture, initially loosely built upon the idea of the

human brain, learning is achieved by training layers of information processing units,

neurons, to extract increasingly abstract features from data (for an introduction, see

Kelleher, 2019). Other firms would use other ML techniques or various combinations

of ML approaches. For the argument of this article, the specific kind of ML architecture

is less important. What is crucial, instead, is that for all these firms, their ML system is

given an objective function and a lot of data to automatically learn how to extract

patterns from these data. On this basis, the ML system automatically devises a trading

strategy which is then automatically implemented in the markets. The data these systems

are being fed usually consist of ‘electronic order-book’ data, that is, securities

exchanges’ electronic registration of all pending orders to buy or sell securities

(Pardo-Guerra, 2019).

Non-ML-based, human-defined trading systems also rely on order-book data. How-

ever, the central difference to ML systems is that for the non-ML systems, the algorith-

mic strategy would be designed by one or more human traders (or ‘quants’), translated

into code, and then automatically executed by the algorithmic system. In other words,

each part of the trading strategy – its rules – would be conceived by humans and coded by

hand, and therefore the algorithmic implementation would, in principle, be a purely

machinic enactment of the human-defined strategy. A rule is an instruction given to

an algorithm outlining how it should behave in a particular way under given circum-

stances. With a hypothetical example, a rule may involve placing a buy order for a

certain number of Apple shares if the price of these shares falls by 0.2 per cent. To

determine whether to place this order, the trading algorithm monitors price movements

as recorded in the electronic order book (the rule is applied to an ongoing flow of

incoming data). In contrast, the idea of ML-based trading is that the ML system comes

up with the rules itself depending on its objective function and the data it is fed. So, here,

rules or strategies are not conceived by humans but rather by the ML system itself.

I argue that this difference is highly consequential and has important social theory

implications. Although humans design a particular ML architecture – and this can be an

immensely labour-intensive process – humans are, in effect, removed from the equation

when it comes to identifying and implementing trading rules. This does not exclude

several human influences, but it is important to understand their roles properly. Humans

define the ML system’s objective function and decide what data the ML systems are fed.

Humans also train the ML system as well as they design the overall algorithmic trading

infrastructure. That said, it is important to appreciate that for firms specializing in ML-

based trading, humans do not directly affect or intervene in the trading policies generated

by the ML systems. Rather, in deep neural network models, for example, humans might

introduce certain incentives in the form of penalties and rewards, but the neural network

would be tasked with producing its own rules.

I suggest that Luhmann’s (1995) sociological systems theory offers a helpful way of

conceiving this relationship between human input and automated rule generation and

decision-making. Mobilizing Luhmann for understanding algorithmic systems is not
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new. For example, Esposito (2017) argued for analysing AI systems on the basis of

Luhmann’s systems theory, emphasizing their ability to engage in communication and

seeing this as more important than debating whether these systems possess intelligence

or not. The key analytical benefit of Luhmann’s approach is, according to Esposito, that

it detaches communication from psychological consciousness, treating each as an inde-

pendent domain.

Underpinning this notion is Luhmann’s insistence that both social and psychic sys-

tems are autopoietic, operationally closed systems; that is, they produce and reproduce

their own constituting elements and maintain a strict operational boundary to their

environment. However, even though operations are system-specific and cannot cross

system boundaries, operational closure does not imply empirical isolation. A system may

depend on particular material conditions in its environment (e.g. nourishment or data),

just as operational closure enables systems to be cognitively open towards their sur-

roundings (e.g. by registering what takes place in the environment or in the electronic

order book). That said, given that systems are operationally closed, System A cannot

interfere directly with the operations of System B. At most, System A can produce an

external ‘irritation’ of System B, but the effect, if any, that is generated in System B is

entirely up for the latter to decide (Luhmann, 2012, p. 56).

This operational closure captures the relationship between humans and their ML

systems. Once ML trading systems are up and running, human influence is reduced to

an irritation between operationally closed, autopoietic systems; humans may make their

complexity (their understanding and knowledge of markets) available to the ML sys-

tems, but, eventually, the latter decides which irritations are relevant to them and

whether and to what extent these irritations should affect their trading rules and beha-

viours. This, again, sets them apart from non-ML-based, human-defined trading algo-

rithms, which, since they perform a direct enactment of human-conceived rules, are

characterized by no operational closure vis-à-vis their human inventors.

It is important to be clear about what this argument about ML systems’ independent

decision-making capacity means. To repeat, it is not a claim about ML systems being

entirely autonomous. As mentioned, ML systems operate against a backdrop of consid-

erable human curation. Further, ML trading systems cannot suddenly jump beyond the

types of data on which they are trained (just as an image-recognition ML system cannot

immediately be used for speech recognition). For example, an ML system trained on data

from one type of market regime (e.g. pre-financial crisis data) may have difficulties

making good predictions when deployed in a drastically different market setting (e.g.

post-2008). In other words, there are several limitations to the kind of agency an ML

trading system may have. However, what is distinctly new to these systems compared to

their human-defined forerunners is that the actual trading rules/strategies are entirely

machine generated. This does not rule out that ML trading systems pick up patterns in

data that reflect human decision-making. For example, it is conceivable that an ML

trading system might identify patterns in order-book data that reflect the ways in which

human-defined algorithms are trading – and then comes up with a trading strategy that

considers such human-defined decision-making. Still, the extraction of such patterns and

how to develop a trading strategy out of them is the task for the ML system itself.
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I suggest that the operational autonomy of ML trading systems – their ability, once

designed, to extract patterns independently and devise autonomous trading strategies – is

a relevant starting point for reflecting upon what social theory implications these kinds of

systems may have and how to conceive of such systems theoretically. There may be

several relevant theoretical routes to follow here. For example, Latour’s (2005) work and

broader actor–network theory arguments about non-human actants may seem an obvious

point of departure. However, given that Latour’s interest essentially revolves around the

ways in humans and non-humans interact, and since, as mentioned earlier, in this article,

I am primarily interested in inter-machinic connections, I propose to centre the discus-

sion on the notion of collective behaviour (about which Latour has less to say).2 This is

particularly relevant in the context of automated trading, as ML-based trading systems

never act in a vacuum. Per definition, trading involves more parties, and present-day

financial markets are made up by numerous automated trading systems interacting with

one another (MacKenzie, 2019, 2021). Since the ML-based trading policies are machine-

generated, the ensuing collective behaviour is irreducible to human decision-making.

This raises important questions about how to sociologically theorize such collective

machine behaviour.

Collective machine behaviour

According to the definition proposed by Rahwan et al. (2019), ‘the study of collective

machine behaviour focuses on the interactive and systemwide behaviours of collections

of machine agents’ (p. 482). Perhaps reflecting the fact that the authors take inspiration

from work on animal behaviour rather than social theory, Rahwan et al. do not spell out

what ‘interactive and systemwide’ behaviours might entail, although they do note that:

human-made AI systems do not necessarily face the same constraints as do organisms, and

collective assemblages of machines provide new capabilities, such as instant global com-

munication, that can lead to entirely new collective behavioural patterns. Studies in collec-

tive machine behaviour examine the properties of assemblages of machines as well as the

unexpected properties that can emerge from these complex systems of interactions. (2019,

p. 482)

From a sociological perspective, the emphasis on collective machine behaviour is at

once important and underspecified. It is important because it pinpoints a level of

interaction that is both potentially highly consequential (think of a conflict between

automated warfare systems) and theoretically challenging given that it unfolds between

non-human agents. However, the reference to collective machine behaviour is also

underspecified because Rahwan et al. do not differentiate between different forms of

collective behaviour. In contrast, sociological theory is rich in perspectives that detail

various types of collective behaviour. However, since these theories were developed to

capture inter-human collective behaviours, it is not obvious that they would also be

relevant for theorizing collective machine behaviour. I discuss this potential applicabil-

ity below by attending to how three levels of collective machine behaviour could be

analysed in the field of algorithmic trading.
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Interaction

Interaction builds on an analysis by MacKenzie (2019) in which he mobilizes Goffman’s

(1983) notion of the ‘interaction order’ to shed light on the interaction dynamics of fully

automated trading algorithms. While appreciating that applying the sociological face-to-

face approach par excellence to non-human systems might seem surprising, MacKenzie

stresses that a similar analytical path has been trodden by scholars such as Knorr Cetina

and Preda, both of whom productively extended Goffmanian insights to the study of

(non-automated) electronic markets (Knorr Cetina, 2009; Knorr Cetina & Bruegger,

2002; Preda, 2009, 2017). Building on this research, MacKenzie argues that, in the

context of algorithmic trading, a distinct Goffmanian interaction order may, for example,

be identified when automated trading algorithms pursue particular forms of queuing

practices (focusing on how they place orders in the electronic order book) as well as

when they engage in dissimulation – such as when an algorithm seeks to manipulate

markets by placing orders that give the impression of a larger market movement and then

take advantage of how other market participants might be fooled by this strategy (see

also MacKenzie, 2018a). For example, a manipulative algorithmic strategy seeking to

sell an accumulated quantity of shares to the best possible price might consist in placing a

large number of orders to buy that particular stock, hoping to ignite other algorithms to

increase their sell price and then sell at the better price while quickly cancelling its orders

to buy.

Through examples like this, MacKenzie asserts that ‘the limited forms of action

available to trading algorithms [ . . . ] can nonetheless give rise to rich forms of strategic

interaction’ (2019, p. 53). Therefore, although there are obvious differences between

humans and algorithms, it is reasonable to see the latter as an extension of the former

while simultaneously recognizing that algorithmic interactions assume a distinct order

that is irreducible to what the human inventors had in mind. In MacKenzie’s words:

Any individual trading algorithm can perfectly reasonably be seen as the ‘delegate’ of a

human being or beings [ . . . ]. But the ensemble of interacting algorithms is not our indi-

vidual or collective delegate, and while the program text of a trading algorithm may usually

remain unchanged by interaction, how it materially acts is shaped by interaction. (2019,

p. 55, original emphasis)

I would modify the first of these claims. It is true that human-defined algorithms can

be seen as human delegates, although, as MacKenzie acknowledges, the people who are

developing and deploying human-defined algorithms might not always have full purview

over the ways they act in markets. However, for ML algorithms, it is misleading to

consider them human delegates since this fails to appreciate their independent rule-

generating and decision-making capabilities.3

That said, MacKenzie is correct in his second claim that the interactions between fully

automated trading algorithms will often affect how individual algorithms act. This holds

for human-defined and ML-based trading algorithms alike. For a human-defined algo-

rithm, this is because it is programmed to observe and respond to order-book dynamics,

meaning that when it responds to one market movement by sending, modifying or
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cancelling orders, this creates a change in the electronic order book that may trigger

other algorithms to react, generating new changes to which it responds and so on. The

same applies to ML trading algorithms but, additionally, interactions will also lead to

material changes in their operations because they learn from these interactions. In other

words, the behaviour of the individual ML algorithms would change through learning, as

they continuously adapt their rules and behaviours in light of their interactions with other

algorithms. This suggests that algorithmic interaction involving ML-based algorithms

constitutes a potentially more dynamic interaction order than the one MacKenzie iden-

tifies among human-defined algorithms and one that is, therefore, even closer to what

Goffman analysed. Of course, this should not lead to a disregard of the substantial

differences between humans and machines. That said, MacKenzie’s point that algorith-

mic interaction may be analysed according to Goffman’s work seems even more appro-

priate in the context of ML-based trading algorithms.

A central feature of any interaction order is that it is founded on repeated interactions.

Although an interaction order may affect exchanges between participants who have

never interacted before, the order itself can only arise based on past recurrent encounters.

In addition, the interaction order may be influenced by social relationships and social

structures that exist outside it (Goffman, 1983) – including, in the field of algorithmic

trading, regulation and the ways in which securities exchanges organize trading (MacK-

enzie, 2019, pp. 51–3; Pardo-Guerra, 2019). Acknowledging the role of repeated inter-

actions and social relationships allows for an additional set of social theory

considerations that go beyond a Goffman-inflected analysis of the interaction order and

help to further specify what collective machine behaviour might involve from a socio-

logical point of view. Specifically, in their examinations of human traders on traditional

trading floors, Abolafia (1996) and Baker (1984) demonstrated that the repeated inter-

actions of these traders generated a normative order in which their economic action was

rooted. This meant that if a market participant violated the norms, peers might use

various tactics to trade with others instead. The observations by Abolafia and Baker

offer empirical support, in the context of securities trading, of Granovetter’s (1985)

notion of embeddedness. The question this kind of research prompts is whether embedd-

edness remains analytically relevant in an era of ML-based algorithmic trading. If it is,

this would suggest that collective machine behaviour may not just be analysed in terms

of algorithmic interactions (as per MacKenzie’s analysis) but also – and more specifi-

cally – according to how repeated interactions may create forms of embeddedness that

co-shape the interaction patterns.

Embeddedness

Granovetter’s general argument is that, when considering human economic activity, it is

crucial to acknowledge that, ‘actors do not behave or decide as atoms outside a social

context, nor do they adhere slavishly to a script written for them [ . . . ]. Their attempts at

purposive action are instead embedded in concrete, ongoing systems of social relations’

(1985, p. 487). In other words, human economic actors neither act in a social vacuum,

nor do they mechanically enact particular norms or roles. Rather, their behaviour is

rooted in and shaped by the ongoing social relations they maintain with others. This
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is, to repeat, precisely what Abolafia and Baker found. In the past, the human traders

populating the trading floors did not just pursue narrow economic interests. Their

ongoing social relationships – the fact that they spent years trading with each other on

the floors – also produced informal norms about proper trading conduct which regulated

their economic interactions.

Does this notion of the social embeddedness of economic action remain relevant for

an era of securities trading in which interaction plays out among fully automated algo-

rithms rather than human beings? However unlikely this might seem, Granovetterian

embeddedness continues to have analytical purchase in two dimensions. The first con-

cerns those inter-human interactions that remain important within algorithmic trading.

Firms specializing in both human-designed and ML-based algorithmic trading consider

it crucial to entertain ongoing social relationships especially with exchange staff and

third-party data providers (see also MacKenzie, 2021). This includes keeping track of

new exchange updates such as new order types. While such inter-human relationships do

not affect trading directly, they are considered important for overall trading operations

and therefore constitute a central wrapper around automated markets. Similarly, human

staff members interact within individual trading firms, meaning that intra-organizational

work may be socially embedded, although it is not uncommon to maintain a high degree

of secrecy even within firms in the industry (Lange, 2016; see also Souleles, 2019).

The next dimension concerns human–machine interactions. It is common for the

people who design and develop algorithmic trading systems to become emotionally

attached to them (Borch & Lange, 2017), although this kind of attachment is one-

sided from human to machine rather than reciprocated. In Granovetter’s terms, these

ways of interacting with machines might appear as a way of mimicking ongoing inter-

human relations and forming a basis on which a kind of surrogate embeddedness might

manifest, although, again, it is one-sided rather than reciprocated.

Still, arguably the most theoretically thought-provoking dimension concerns that of

inter-algorithmic relations, which refer to the possibility of fully automated algorithms

being socially embedded with one another. What might point towards the possibility of a

social embeddedness of algorithms is their repeated interactions since repeated interac-

tions form the condition of possibility of Granovetterian embeddedness. Indeed, repeated

interactions might well take place in algorithmic trading. It is possible, for example, that

algorithm X repeatedly interacts with algorithm Y (rather than with, say, algorithms A, B

or C) in the electronic order book. That said, what speaks strongly against the notion of

ML algorithms being embedded in social relations with each other is a basic feature of

automated trading that sets it apart from earlier modes of trading. Contrary to present-

day markets, previous physical exchange trading floors were non-anonymous. Traders

knew each other’s identity and often spent time together after work; this was part of what

ensured their social embeddedness. By contrast, automated markets are anonymous as a

rule, meaning that no market participant who enters an order in today’s electronic

markets knows for sure who their counterparties are. Algorithms might detect that other

particular algorithms follow specific patterns but which firms are behind these algo-

rithms is generally not a piece of information they have access to (MacKenzie, 2018a). It

follows that, although particular algorithms might be interacting with one another
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repeatedly, their lack of knowledge about counterparty identity renders Granovetterian

social embeddedness impossible among them.

Granovetter’s notion of social embeddedness is based on what might be called a

‘deep’ or ‘warm’ network conception of sociality. The more economic actors know one

another, and the deeper their concrete personal relationships run, the more their ‘con-

tinuing economic relations [ . . . ] become overlaid with social content that carries strong

expectations of trust and abstention from opportunism’ (Granovetter, 1985, p. 490).

While the absence of such relations in the inter-algorithmic trading space means that,

unlike their human-dominated forerunners, today’s financial markets are not socially

embedded, this need not preclude the existence of sociality – or ‘social content’, as

Granovetter calls it – among automated trading algorithms. Such sociality simply mate-

rializes in colder and more shallow forms. For example, elsewhere it has been suggested

that Simmel’s (1997, p. 183) reflections on the particular urban sociality arising out of

‘brief metropolitan contacts’ – fleeting meetings between urban inhabitants on the streets

or in the subway – may capture how automated trading algorithms interrelate in the

electronic order book (Borch, 2020). I add to this the conjecture that the turn to ML-

based algorithmic trading, in which algorithms have the capacity to learn from their

interactions in the market, might pave the way for some middle-ground sociality between

fleeting Simmelian encounters and deep Granovetterian social content. This takes us

back to Goffman’s interaction order, which could be seen as constituting such a middle

ground. That said, as Simmel (1992) observed, interactions might occasionally erupt into

uncontrollable crowd and collective behaviour – and this goes, as I argue, beyond what

Goffman’s notion captures.

Distinctly collective dynamics

When discussing collective machine behaviour, Rahwan et al. (2019) refer to ‘flash

crash’ events – sudden extreme market movements that arise out of the interactions

among automated trading algorithms – as a core illustration of what such behaviour

might entail and how it may manifest. ‘Flash crashes are examples of clearly unintended

consequences of (interacting) algorithms; leading to the question of whether algorithms

could interact to create a larger market crisis’ (p. 483). Debates about algorithmic flash

crashes often focus on the Flash Crash of 6 May 2010, a dramatic unanticipated market

shock that generated losses in the range of USD 1 trillion in less than 30 min before

trading was suspended (markets quickly recovered when trading resumed). Although the

causes of the Flash Crash remain unclear (Borch, 2016; MacKenzie, 2021), it is generally

acknowledged that the event was exacerbated because of the interactions between fully

automated algorithms and because many market participants withdrew from markets as

prices fell sharply, further aggravating the crash.

Other flash crashes have been identified and discussed since 2010. In fact, scholars

have argued that smaller flash crashes occur frequently, with US data suggesting an

average of about 14 such events per day (Golub et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2013).

According to some of this research, flash crash events are examples of what might

happen once algorithms engage in ‘crowding’ and ‘herding’, quickly imitating one

another (Johnson et al., 2013; MacKenzie, 2021). For example, Sornette and von der
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Becke argue that, in automated markets, there is a risk that several algorithms ‘crowd to

the same signal [i.e., tradable piece of information, typically from the order book]’,

which can ‘lead to transient large instabilities’ where algorithms ‘form large destabiliz-

ing crowds’, and where flash crash events are an illustration of ‘panic herding with pro-

cyclical mutual excitations between HFT and the rest of the investor population’ (2011,

pp. 7, 11, 12).

It is important to note that flash crashes need not emerge exclusively because of

collective machine behaviours. For example, it has been argued that the distressing

effects of the 2010 Flash Crash were exacerbated because some key market data were

delayed during the event, which prompted ‘automated data-integrity checks’ of trading

algorithms to make them shut down (MacKenzie, 2021: 229; see also Aldrich et al.,

2017; Min & Borch, 2021). In other words, the interaction effects of algorithms may be

conditioned and further aggravated by other factors. Moreover, although flash crashes

are often highlighted as central illustrations of collective machine behaviour in markets,

such behaviour may also materialize in non-flash crash situations. In addition to the

examples given earlier (including that of market manipulation), collective machine

behaviour may arise when several brokers acting on behalf of investor clients execute

their orders at the same time. They would typically do so by breaking up large orders

‘into smaller slices proportional in size to the fluctuating overall volume of trading in the

stock in question’ (MacKenzie, 2021, p. 231). As MacKenzie notes, this strategy works

fine if there is only one algorithm doing this at the same. However, when several

independent execution algorithms are doing this simultaneously, they are likely to

adversely affect one another and generate unanticipated collective interaction dynamics.

The central point here is that collective machine behaviours involving automated

trading systems may manifest in several ways, including when they seek to track com-

peting algorithms, infer their strategies and trade against them; when they respond to the

same information in the order book, potentially leading to widespread herding; and when

complex feedback loops arise because the orders sent by one (set of) algorithms are used

as input by others when placing their orders.

The possibility of crowd and herd dynamics emerging out of the interactions among

fully automated trading algorithms suggests a need for rethinking the sociological voca-

bulary with which to understand collective machine behaviour. Specifically, this level of

collective behaviour is difficult to appreciate based on either Goffman’s notion of the

interaction order or Granovetterian embeddedness. MacKenzie (2019) acknowledges

that Goffman’s work may be of little analytical use for understanding such dynamics,

as Goffman was mainly interested in routine activities rather than outbursts of collective

behaviour. Indeed, Goffman stresses that his analytical interest in ‘the study of ordinary

human traffic’ marks the flipside to examinations of collective behaviour in the form of

‘riots, crowds, [and] panics’ (1963, p. 4). Importantly, Goffman’s concession about the

analytical division of labour, between collective behaviour theory and his own approach,

suggests that the latter is ill-suited when it comes to understanding collective machine

behaviour among fully automated trading algorithms (be they human-defined or ML-

based).

Does the broader sociological tradition of collective behaviour theory have more to

offer? Providing a clear answer to this question is difficult given that this tradition is far
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from homogeneous, stretching from classics such as Tarde (1989), Durkheim (1995),

Park (1972) and Blumer (1939) to the collective behaviour theorization beginning in the

late 1950s (Lang & Lang, 1961; Smelser, 1962; Turner & Killian, 1957) and extending

into the social movement studies tradition into which the examination of collective

behaviour was eventually (partially) absorbed (Tilly, 1978, 2004). At the risk of over-

simplifying matters, I suggest that the main notion characterizing the post-1960s theori-

zation – what might be termed ‘modern collective behaviour theory’ to distinguish it

from its ‘classical’ forerunners – can be formulated as follows (Borch, 2006): Instead of

seeing collective behaviour as driven by collective sentiments and irrational group

unconsciousness, which might materialize in violent outbursts (ideas all associated with

the classics), sociologists now portrayed collective behaviour as the aggregate action of

rational individuals each pursuing just objectives (e.g. Berk, 1974; McPhail, 1991).

Evidently, modern collective behaviour theory was not conceived to explain algo-

rithms. However, its emphasis on the rational behaviour of individual agents does have

some salience when it comes to understanding automated markets. Human-defined

algorithms are invented and designed to pursue individual strategies that make money.

Although many firms would deliberately let some of their algorithms lose a bit of money

(e.g. to tease out information about larger market movements), or accept that even key

algorithmic strategies would occasionally be in the red, the entire rationale of this form

of trading is to develop algorithms that are overall profitable. Similarly, the basic idea

behind the algorithmic architectures of ML-based trading systems is to automate the

process of creating rational, profit-optimizing strategies.

While the micro-foundation of modern collective behaviour theory – its emphasis on

rational individual agents – aligns with algorithmic trading, I am less convinced about its

usefulness when it comes to understanding the collective effects of algorithmic interac-

tions. In human collective behaviour, people might either share the same objective or a

common goal would assimilate their individual interests. Given that algorithmic trading

is anonymous, algorithms are unaware of each other’s specific strategic interests. While

some degree of imitation between especially human-designed algorithmic strategies is

conceivable because there is some circulation of employees (and therefore ideas)

between trading firms, nothing points towards the fact that individual algorithms –

neither human-defined nor ML-based ones – submit to some common goal.

A more fundamental problem with modern collective behaviour theory subscribing to

the notion of rational agents pursuing their individual interests is that it has little to say

about distinctly collective dynamics, that is, collective events that are irreducible to

individual action (Borch, 2020). Since collective behaviour is seen in this tradition as

a mere numerical aggregation of individuals, without any extra-individual dynamism

emerging out of their agglomeration, it is not significant for understanding flash crash

events and similar unanticipated collective effects of algorithmic interactions in markets.

Given this, I suggest that the classical tradition of collective behaviour theorization may

have greater analytical relevance when it comes to understanding collective machine

behaviour. The point here is not to say that this tradition should be resuscitated in its

entirety. It has many problematic aspects – including sometimes operating with gendered

and racial biases (this applies, in particular, to Le Bon, 1960) – which is why modern

collective behaviour theory emerged as a critical response to it. However, I maintain that
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it is possible to avoid these biases and revive elements from the classical tradition in a

present-day analytical context.

This includes the notion that collective behaviour is irreducible to individual action. It

is not possible, scholars within this tradition have argued, to infer from micro-level

assumptions about agent behaviours to the collective dynamics in which the individuals

take part. Rather, to put it in later cybernetic language, some emergent or self-organizing

properties should be acknowledged in collective behaviour. This is what Tarde (1968, p.

323) tried to establish when describing collective behaviour as ‘a sudden organization, a

spontaneous generation’ in which ‘incoherence becomes coherence’ and ‘noise’ trans-

forms into ‘voice’. Durkheim (1995) was on a similar track when portraying collective

effervescence as something that momentarily transforms the individual, pointing to a

new form of sociality. Simmel (1950, p. 93), too, can be included here, seeing collective

behaviour as an event that ‘overwhelms the individuals’ and carries them away against

their intentions. I am not suggesting that these notions can be directly transplanted onto

the field of automated trading. For example, central to the accounts of Durkheim,

Simmel and Tarde is the role of emotions and passions, which finds no equivalent in

non-human, fully automated trading algorithms. Still, what this type of collective beha-

viour theory suggests is that the interaction of agents can produce an unanticipated

surplus effect – that something new and extra arises out of the interactions of individual

agents.

This may be further spelled out in at least two ways. First, collective machine beha-

viour need not entail ongoing relationships among algorithms. Although certain condi-

tions might be more likely than others to trigger particular types of collective machine

behaviour (and better understanding such conditions is important) what is central about

the latter is that they can erupt suddenly and unexpectedly, being activated by small

individual actions or by some combination of minor events. This is intensified, second,

by the fact that ML-based algorithms come up with their own trading policies and

implement these automatically, meaning that any collective machine behaviours are thus

less foreseeable from a human point of view. In fact, given that, in particular, neural

network-based ML architectures are generally associated with opacity – even ML

experts struggle to understand how they arrive at their predictions and decisions (e.g.

Kindermans et al., 2019; Ras et al., 2018) – it is exceptionally difficult to anticipate how

they will act collectively, including whether their decisions will aggravate or alleviate

any devastating effects of collective machine behaviours. What seems clear is that

knowing their individual strategies is insufficient for understanding any distinctly col-

lective effects of their interactions in markets – the level of collective machine behaviour

is fundamentally different from that of individual strategies. This is what renders the

classical sociological vocabulary of collective behaviour relevant, suggesting the possi-

bility that, during collective machine behaviour, even ML algorithms might be over-

whelmed and carried away against the goals they pursue. The risk of this happening is

likely to be higher in situations in which the ML systems operate dramatically beyond

the market situations reflected in the data on which they are trained – resembling a kind

of ‘algorithmic anomie’ where known patterns cease to exist, and individual algorithms

may be even more prone to follow others in unexpected ways.
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Conclusion

As important as it is not to exaggerate new technologies like ML systems, anthropo-

morphize them or treat them as Frankensteinian monsters, it is also crucial not to under-

rate them. In this article, I have argued for seriously considering how ML systems are

conceived and designed by market participants who specialize in ML-based securities

trading. Their systems come up with trading strategies independently, based on the data

they are fed, and the objective function their human designers have equipped them with.

Taking this way of operating seriously has important social theory implications. To

begin with, it means that in financial markets, trading decisions do not merely originate

in algorithmic systems that enact human-defined strategies but also, and increasingly so,

in ML systems that develop their own trading strategies, learn from the past and the

present and adapt their future orientations accordingly.

Recognizing this entails calls for a sociological discussion of inter-algorithmic rela-

tions, or what Rahwan et al. (2019) refer to as collective machine behaviour. This level

of collective behaviour demands particular sociological attention, not just because it

affects markets and society (as is clear from flash crash events) but also because it paints

the contours of a distinct form of ‘machine sociality’, understood as relations playing out

between operationally autonomous ML systems whose behaviours can generate emer-

gent collective effects that are irreducible to individual strategies. I have argued that the

notion of the social embeddedness of markets – a notion highly relevant for understand-

ing inter-human behaviours – lacks credibility when it comes to collective machine

behaviour. By contrast, Goffman’s notion of an interaction order and classical theoriza-

tion on crowd and collective behaviour are useful heuristics, though more work is needed

in this field. That said, the rapidly growing importance of ML systems in society suggests

the possibility of a distinct form of machine sociality, urgently calling for a social theory

of ML.
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Notes

1. The theoretical discussion presented in this article is based in part on comprehensive empirical

work. Since 2014, colleagues (Kristian Bondo Hansen, Pankaj Kumar, Ann-Christina Lange,

Bo Hee Min, Nicholas Skar-Gislinge and Daniel Souleles) and I have conducted 213 semi-

structured interviews with people who, in various ways, are or have been working with algo-

rithmic trading, either ML-based or not (out of the 213 interviews, I conducted 70 individually

or collaboratively). Min and Borch (2021) offer a description of most of these data. However,

given the present article’s theory ambitions and the journal’s scope, I deliberately do not

mobilize my empirical data explicitly here. Note that the use of ML is not necessarily over-

lapping with the forms of HFT discussed in existing sociological work (e.g. MacKenzie, 2021).

Some firms that specialize in ML would be HFT firms, whereas others would be hedge funds

with longer time horizons.

2. By focusing on this term, I also depart from Luhmann since collective behaviour does not play

any central role in his work. For a discussion on the status and implications of algorithms –

particularly in human–machine interactions – from a Luhmann-inspired point of view, see

Esposito (2017).

3. I suspect MacKenzie is led to his conclusion because his analysis primarily attends to human-

defined algorithms, indicating that ML-based ones only constitute a small part of what his more

than 300 informants specialize in (MacKenzie, 2019, 2021).
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